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About This Game

Where is the line between life and death? How far can human science go trying to understand this?
  Take part in the great battle to rescue humanity an 5d3b920ae0
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Plays like any average twin-stick shooter, just with minor rpg elements (leveling, upgrading guns). Does what it does well, but
isn't anything special.. A fun mindless shooter, no thought required, just blast away. There's even a free Demo (time limited) so
you can check it out. Has a few minor issues, but nothing game breaking.. Zombie spin-off of the Alien shooter series. Still a
great short game.. Gory, quick fun. WELCOME TO ZOMBIE SHOOTER, WHERE YOU SHOOT ALL THE ZOMBIES!
YOU CAN SHOOT THEM THROUGH DOORWAYS! YOU CAN SHOOT THEM WHILE THEY DO THEIR ZOMBIE
DANCE THEY DO WHEN THEY GET CAUGHT ON LEVEL GEOMETRY.
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